
CHAPTER 4
The Sound of the Northeast

Throughout Chapter 4, the author describes several styles and genres of Brazilian music. As students read
this chapter, have them to create a reference guide for these styles. Handout 4.1 in the Supplementary
Materials section may be used for this assignment. The sample guide below contains examples of
information students may glean from the text and enter into the Style/Genre Reference Guide.

HANDOUT 4.1
Chapter 4 Style/Genre Reference Guide

Origins Purpose
/Function

Description/characteristics

Bumba-
meu-boi

Originated in
North east
Brazil, but now
found
throughout the
nation

Accompany versions
of a folk performance
about a magical ox
(boi),often centering
around St. John’s
Day 

Instruments are bombo (small bass drum) and ganzá..
Large cast of human, animal, and imaginary
inhabitants of a plantation. Size of groups rival
Carnaval groups.

Cavalo-
Marinho

Northeast
Brazil 

Originally centered
on Day of the Kings
(Epiphany)
celebrations, but now
during sugarcane
harvest season from
August to January—
may include formal
and informal
performance venues

Instruments are rabeca (fiddle), pandeiro, bage (or
reco-reco), and mineiro or ganzá. Draws on
Portuguese traditions (Some tunes found in
Portuguese folk song collections). Large cast—some
performers specialize as musicians, singers or actors
of specific roles while others can portray many of the
dozens of characters in the repertory.

Maracatu
de Nação

Afro-Brazilian
religious
centers in city
of  Recife.

Processional and
dance music for
celebration—related
to African derived
traditions. Often
performed as part of
Carnaval events.

Resembles the royal procession of an African nation,
and the instrumental music that accompanies its
singing music is dominated by the sound of powerful
bass drums called alfaia, snare drums, and two-toned
metal bell playing a medium-slow, heavily
syncopated beat 

Maracatu
Rural

Rural areas
around Recife

Processional and
dance music for
celebration—related
to African-derived
traditions with some
Amerindian
influences. Often
performed as part of
Carnaval events.

Vocal music typically consists of composed and
improvised verses by two master singers in friendly
competition with accompaniment provided by small
brass ensemble and percussion (snare drums, metal
bell, and cuíca). Resembles a colorful, warlike
procession, and blends Afro-Brazilian and
indigenous elements in its underlying belief system
and costumes.

Baião Northeast
Brazil

Symbol of
Northeastern regional
identity

Accordion-driven dance music identified with a
specific dance rhythm:

 
Lyrics use Northeastern themes accompanied by
accordion, zabumba (bass drum) and triangle.

Forró Northeast
Brazil

Symbol of
Northeastern regional
identity

Style is derived from Baião and term often refers to
uptempo Baião.
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Map Skills

AA

Using a detailed map of Brazil, locate the following states referred to in Chapter 4:

Maranhão, Piauí, Ceará, Rio Grande do Norte, Paraíba, Pernambuco, Alagoas, Sergipe, Santa
Catarina, and Bahia

Bumba-meu-boi and Cavalo-Marinho

AA (1-3)  S,C/U (4)
All over Brazil there are versions of a folk performance about a magical ox (boi), which is generically
called bumba-meu-boi. In some of them the ox dies and is resurrected; in others the ox sickens and is cured.
Gathered around this dramatic nucleus are characters that represent the human, animal, and imaginary
inhabitants of a plantation. Bumba-meu-boi takes various forms. In Maranhão state, the Boi groups have
grown to rival Carnaval groups in size. In Santa Catarina, in the south, it is called Boi de Mamão. Bumba-
meu-boi and cavalo-marinho are performed in Pernambuco and nearby states of Paraíba, Rio Grande do
Norte, and Alagoas. (Pages 71-86)

1. When is the peak season for bumba-meu-boi in northern and northeastern states? In the 
        southern states?
2. What distinguishes cavalo-marinho from bumba-meu-boi in Pernambuco?
3. Discuss the connection of Bumba-meu-boi and Cavalo-Marinho to religious celebrations and

festivals.
4. Describe and discuss the plot of the performance described on pages xx-xx. Are there similar

types of dramatic presentations in other parts of the world? Students may wish to explore
passion plays in Europe, historical dramas throughout the United States, etc. as part of an
examination and comparison of community-based dramas. 

Listening to Rabeca Baianos (CD Track 9)

C/U

The rabeca is a folk fiddle of Portuguese origin. Its four strings are tuned in fifths, like those of the violin,
but the tuning is variable depending on the pitch of the vocal music it accompanies, or the taste of the
player. The neck is somewhat shorter than that of the violin, and the playing position supports the bottom
of the instrument on the player’s chest. (Pages 81-86)

1. Compare the structure and tuning of the rabeca to other folk fiddles in the Americas paying
        particular attention to the traditions of the Yaqui, Tarahamara, and Tohono O’odham in
        northern Mexico and Southwestern US.  How did these folk fiddles come to be a part of each 
        tradition? What are the similarities and differences in tuning, construction traditions, and
        performance techniques? (Note photo in Figure 4.6 on page 82.)
2. Briefly review the role played by the rabeca on CD Track 8. How does this role differ from 
        that played in CD Track 9?
3. Review the themes used as the basis of performance in this recording (Figures 4.7 and 4.8
        on page xxx of  Music in Brazil) and below.

a. Using the digital counting device of your playback device, indicate where each motif
Occurs

b. To what extent does the recorded performance differ from the transcription? Explain 

        the differences.
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HANDOUT 4.2

Rabeca baiano, 1

Rabeca baiano, 2

c. Advanced students with appropriate performance skills may choose to play these
motifs on a classical violin. Experiment with tone quality until able to match that on
the recording.

Maracutu Rural

AA

Maracatu rural (rural maracatu), also called maracatu de baque solto (loose-beat maracatu), is practiced
in the rural areas surrounding Recife. It resembles a colorful, warlike procession, and blends Afro-Brazilian
and indigenous elements in its underlying belief system and costumes. (Pages 81-91)

1. Describe the ensemble that performed on November 24, 1994. (This performance provides
the basis for the discussion of the style.)

2.  How does the instrumentation and form of music compare to other ensembles described
previously in this text?

3. From what African and Brazilian traditions is maracatu rural derived?
4. When was the first festival of maracatu rural? What was the significance of the presence of a

representative of the Ministry of Culture?

Siba and Barachinha’s “Catimbó” (CD Track 12)

C/U

Siba is the artistic name of Sérgio Veloso, a musician from Pernambuco. He began playing and
singing traditional music while a music student at the Federal University of Pernambuco. After becoming
highly proficient on the rabeca and learning the entire cavalo-marinho repertoire, he formed the band
Mestre Ambrósio, its music inspired by traditional forró played on the rabeca and button accordion,
cavalo-marinho, maracatu rural, and coco, with strong elements of Afro-Brazilian percussion.
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C/U (Pages 91-94)

Below is a transcription by a university methods class student of the instrumental melody played on CD 12.

1. Follow this transcription while listening to the opening of CD 12
2. Is this transcription accurate? If not, what changes should be made? 
3. After agreeing upon a transcription, listen to opening of CD 12 again and add appropriate

articulations and accent marks.
4. Advanced students may wish to select instruments and play this melody at an appropriate

tempo for skill levels.

Below is a transcription by a university methods class student of the percussion rhythm accompanying CD
Track 12.

1.  How does this transcription compare to the Cavalo-marinho percussion pattern shown in 
        Figure 4.5 on page 80 in Music in Brazil?
2. Follow this transcription while listening to the opening of CD Track 12.
3. Is this transcription accurate? If not, what changes should be made?
4. What instruments play these parts? What classroom instrument could be substituted?
5. Advanced students may wish to select instruments and play this percussion accompaniment

Baião and Forró: Accordion-driven dance music

AA

Music provides what is arguably the strongest and most widely recognized symbol of Northeastern regional
identity. The baião, a dance rhythm introduced to national prominence by Luiz Gonzaga, the forró that
developed from it, and eventually Gonzaga himself, became a source of pride for Northeasterners and a
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source of strength and nostalgia as they migrated to the large cities of the South in search of better living
conditions. (Pages 94-108))

1. What are the two explanations for the origin of the term baião?
2. Discuss the life and musical career of Luiz Gonzaga. Focus on how he is a representative

musician of the Northeast.
3. During which festivals is Forró prevalent?
4. Traditional Forró (pé-de-serra--literally “at the foot of the mountain”) is played in the style

of which musician? What types of ensembles most frequently play in this style? At what
venues do these groups typically perform?

5. Describe some of the differences between contemporary and traditional Forró.
6. What is the significance of the artistic name Arlindo dos Oito Baixos?

The Technique of the Sanfona de oito baixos

AA

1. Describe the differences in technique between the piano accordion and
          button accordion. 
2. If these instruments are available, demonstrate techniques  and allow 
          students to experiment with playing these instrument. Invite a performer to
          play a short program for the class.
3. What does the sanfona de oito baixos symbolize for many Forró listeners?
4. What are two nicknames for this instrument?

Listening to “Forró em Monteiro” (CD Track 13 and 14)

AA

Two versions of “Forró em Monteiro” by Arlindo dos Oito Baixos are included on the CD: an
unaccompanied version recorded during a lesson (CD Track 13) and a live recording from a Sunday
evening forró party at Arlindo’s house (CD Track 14), during which this tune was played as part of a
medley of instrumental forró tunes that lasted approximately twenty minutes. Listen to both versions as you
follow these suggestions for listening and performing. (Pages 100-108)

1. Divide class in half. Teach each one line of the Baião rhythmic pattern in Figure 4.13 on page
97. After each group can play its line, combine pattern.

2. Assign selected students to lightly tap this pattern while listening to CD Track 13 and CD
        Track 14.
3. Advanced students may wish to learn the typical Forró percussion part (Figure 4.16 on page

107) on either authentic or classroom instruments and play lightly to accompany CD Tracks
13 and 14.
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HANDOUT 4.3
“Forró em Monteiro” Listening Guide

CD Track 13 CD Track 14
Instrumentation Solo sanfona de oito baixos

(Button accordion)
sanfona de oito baixos, triangle,
pandeiro, zabumba

Start of transcribed melody 0:04 0:08
Tempo Quarter = 192+ Varies

Description/Comments on
performance of first half of
melody.  

Timing of repeat of first melody 0:12 0:17

Note any differences during
repeat of first half of melody.

Timing of start of second half of
melody

0:20 0:25

Description/comments on
performance of second half of
melody

Timing of repeat of second half
of melody

0:29 0:34

Note any difference during repeat
of second half of melody

Played an octave lower

D.S. to beginning 0:37 0:42

Repeat on D.S 0:44 0:51

Both 1st and 2nd part are repeated
again before fading out
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OVERHEAD 4.4
“Forró em Monteiro “ Melody 

(Figure 4.15 on Page 106)


